
Pipe stills are no innovation in British tar urstauation practice, but
there is a growing tendency for modern efficient units of this type to
be installed for the primary distillation of crude tar; a process which
dates back as far as 1891, when Mr. Lennard, of the firm of Forbes,
Abbott and Lennard, patented it. The works at Greenwich belonging
to this firm were later taken over by the South Metropolitan Gas
Co., who have effected improvements in the design of the Lennard

Fig. 4.-Wilton Continuous Pipe-Still Inetallefion.

plant, 'and it is employed successfully to this day at the' Greenwich ~
works for the distillation of crude tar to pitch and oils, The Wilton ~
plant was introduced in 1895 by Mr. T. Wilton, my predecessor at
Beckton until 1915. The pipe still was not employed in the petroleum
industrybefore 1912, so that the tar industry was first in this field by
many years, a fact which is often' overlooked, .

Nowadays large tonnages of crude tar are treated in up-to-date
continuous pipe stills. one plant handling as much as 400 tons per day



cnameter and 9 tt. long.
We pass over : the patents of Ellison and Davis CB. P.

13929, of 1886) and, of Max Bohrn & Co. (Ger, P. 60747),
to give a description of Lennard's continuous still CB. P.
7334, 1888), shown in Figs. i20 and 12I. "The still Cc), divided
into compartments Cc c), partially dips into the oil-bath B. The
compartments are arranged in steps, with inclined bottoms and
with inlets and outlets at opposite sides, to force the tar to
travel by the longest possible route. D is a steam-pipe, with
branches Cd) for each compartment, ending in perforated pipes.'
The compartments nearest to the tar-inlet pipe A have recesses
CE) in their bottoms, with partitions (e). On one side of these
the steam-pipe d and its dividing-pipes Cb) are introduced. The
tar enters at A, fills the recesses E, passes on the opposite
side into the second 'compartment, and so on, being gradually
distilled by the heat of the oil-bath and the steam until it has
been converted into pitch, which runs out continuously at F.
The tar, before entering the still, is heated' up to the boiling-
point by a spiral CV),lying in an oil-bath CB),afterwards in a
scrubber by steam passed through the opposite way. The
vapours produced are condensed .in some apparatus, cooled
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either by tar itself or by products distilled from it, which by,
this operation are redistilled and thus rectified.

According to a later patent of Lennard's (B. P. 844, 1891),
the tar, previously heated by being used as a cooling-agent, is
superheated in closed coils of pipes, and on entering into
a scrubber is freed from volatile matters by a current of steam,
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24,000 galL of tar in twenty-four hours'; also oneTn Scotland
and another on the Continent.

Later on this system seems to have come more into
use. Low-Beer 1 reports very favourably on the Lennard stills
in their improved shape (Fig. 122). The raw tar, after being
freed from coarser impurities by a sieve,is pumped by pump B,
and is first employed as a cooling liquid in the creosote-oil
condenser H and in the anthracene-oil condenser J, and during
this function it is already depriyed of the ammonia water and

FIG. 122.

of the lightest oils. It then passes through a "tar-scrubber" (E),
consisting of a column filled with fireclay rings, and provided
with an arrangement for heating it by means of superheated

I steam (which is merely used in the commencement, before the
raw tar has had an opportunity of taking up heat in the oil-
condensers, as described above). In the scrubber E the removal
of the water and the lightest oils goes on, and is continued in a
condenser (F), before the tar gets to the reservoirs, P P and Q Q.
From these, still in a warm state, the tar is forced by a
pump (T) into the distilling-apparatus S. This consists of two
cast-iron coils, one above the other, placed in a heating-furnace.
The fall in these coils is quite regular, and amounts to 18 in.

t Z. ange7IJ. Chem., 1905, p. 8.
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FIG. 121.

the pitch flowing away into a cooling-chamber and at last into
pitch-bays. The superheating is done in sand-baths, fitted
with iron. worms. 1

The Alkali Report for 1894, p. 126, states that no noxious
vapours are given out by this apparatus, but on the economical
success of the plan no certain opinion could be given. In 1895
there were two such stills at work at Messrs Forbes, Abbott, &
Lennard's, at East Greenwich, one for 16,000, the other for'
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the chimney. As soon as this happens, the attendant riltist,
at once stop the firing, as well-as the tar-pump.iand inject
superheated steam, into the I coil by a tap provided for thi~
purpose, which forces the tar out of it, in a few minutes; aft~r
this the other parts of the apparatus can be stopped, all of this
in a very short time. The man. must also constantly look after .
the pressure-gauges, fixed in various places, which indicate any .
plugging-up of the pipes. This' happens very rarely, as the
vacuum prevents it. One such still was nine months con-
tinually at work, without a day's interruption.

FIG. 123.

One of the stills at the inventor's works can work off up to
150 tons of tar in one day. Almost the only drawback or the
system is that the cost of it is high, and does not pay when less
than 5000 tons of tar per annum is consumed.

ason's cont uous sti .Ger. P. 66097 t primarily intended
for petroleum, b t i~ equally appl!cable':o oal-ta~. The retort
(Figs. 123 and 24) IS formed of zrgzag pi s, and IS composed 0

as many sin e chambers (a, b, c, d) as ere are distillates
separate, or else of one.continuous trac (Fig. 124). The sin le
parts are a ranged one over another n a special space of the
furnace (1, 2, 3, 4), divided by, part ions (z) or flues.
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, in all. The diameter of this pipe increases towards the hotter
, ,

lower part, corresponding, to the expansion of the tar by the
heat, the difference of diameter between the beginning and the
end of th~ coil being 2 in. On leaving this distilling-coil at ~,
the tar has- a temperature of 300°. It now runs into the" pitch-
scrubber" U, where it flows over large surfaces, and is heated'
by a current of superheated steam to about 300°; here it yields
the remainder of the volatile substances and leaves the scrubber
in the shape of hard pitch, or, if desired, of intermediate qualities,
as regulated by the temperature of the steam.

. The vapours driven out by the steam get into a condenser (H),
where the anthracene oil liquefies, and collect in N; they then
pass the creosote-oil condenser] and the reservoir M, both of
which,as before mentioned, are cooled by raw tar; this.cooling
can be regulated with such ease that the specific gravity of the
condensed products does not vary during a number of months.
The light oils leaving the condenser H are condensed further
on by ordinary water-cooled coils in G G and collected in
tanks 0 O.

The whole system, including the tanks for collecting the
various distillates, stands under a vacuum of about 550 mm.
(say 21 in.). To prevent losses of ammonia and light oils, a
water-tower (W) and an oil-tower (Oe) are placed between the
tanks and the vacuum-pump L. There are also samplers,
consisting of automatic siphons which act without destroying
the vacuum. '

The heating of the distilling-coil cannot be done by coal, as
this would act too unevenly; it is done either by oil-burners or
by gaseous fuel. The fire ..gases first heat the lowest part of the
coil, where the tar leaves it and gradually gets to' the higher
part; after this they serve for superheating the steam, and at
last escape through the chimney K.

After starting the apparatus, it takes from ten to eighteen
hours before hard .pitch is formed; during this time the partially
distilled tar is taken back into the hot-tar tank by a pipe.

Only one man is required for working this apparatus, but he
must know it thoroughly, since awkward accidents may occur
through leakages of the coil, etc. These can be observed by a
number of" sights" in the furnace, and they would also betray
themselves by the thick smoke, of burning tar escaping out of


